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Top reasons to invest in all flash storage systems
Wanstor and Fujitsu work together to deliver flash storage solutions for restaurant and hospitality businesses. Based on our extensive IT experience and expertise we believe
restaurant and hospitality businesses should seriously consider Fujitsu’s ETERNUS AF storage range to help them accelerate, modernise and transform their data centres in a
flash new world. At Wanstor we believe the main reasons why restaurant and hospitality businesses should invest in Fujitsu ETERNUS AF storage are:

Leading Performance Architecture

Reduced Operating Costs

ETERNUS AF takes top positions in official SPC benchmarks and in specific
customer evaluations vs the competition.

ETERNUS AF offers higher performance, and needs less space, power and
cooling resources compared to traditional data storage solutions.

Advantages for your business:

Advantages for your business:

Increase application performance by factors of 5

Reduce power and cooling consumption by up to 85%

Benefit from 8 times more transactions
Drive system utilisation up to 90%

Save space thanks to 10 times higher density
Reduce maintenance costs by up to 80%

100% Interoperability with Hybrid Systems
ETERNUS AF all-flash storage is fully compatible with other storage systems.
Advantages for your business:
Easy and gradual migration from hybrid storage to all-flash
Data can be mirrored and replicated between hybrid and all-flash
Seamless administration experience that increases productivity
Maximum system interoperability – less training required

Flexible Data Reduction Technology

Simple and Affordable Business Continuity
Flexible data mirroring and data replication functions. ETERNUS Storage
Cluster supports simple and transparent failovers to avoid downtime.
Advantages for your business:
ETERNUS Storage Cluster delivers maximum business continuity
Simple data replication and effective failover between hybrid systems
Unmatched flexibility for disaster recovery between remote and central
locations

Automated Management of SLA’s

ETERNUS AF provides advanced inline data reduction technologies in
combination with flexible configuration options.

System performance can be allocated to application data by defining the
priority or the response time, the rest is done automatically.

Advantages for your business:

Advantages for your business:

Increase effective capacity of flash by an average factor of 5
Benefit from a choice of compression and/or deduplication at app level
Set data reduction options to optimize capacity, or keep them off for highperformance SLAs

Storage performance is allocated by business priorities and by service
levels, not by random events
Tuning storage for data services with diverse I/O profiles is easier
Manage more data with the same number of resources

Some of our restaurant and hospitality customers include:

Wanstor are a trusted independent provider of IT infrastructure services to
restaurant and hospitality businesses across the UK. We provide our customers
with highly available technology platforms and 24x7 IT support. This enables
our customers to deliver a great IT experience.
Wanstor’s partnership with Fujitsu extends over a decade, with high levels
of technical competencies and a wealth of real-world expertise. Wanstor are
a Fujitsu SELECT Expert Partner. Wanstor’s excellent relationship with Fujitsu
enables our customers to receive real technical and commercial value and
make IT a business enabler.

Discover more at www.wanstor.com or to see the Fujitsu range of
flash storage products please visit www.fujitsu.com/eternus-af.
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